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The Council’s Transformation & 
Business Change Programme 

Finance and Corporate Services 
Select Committee

17th April 2024

Introducing your speakers

Fiona Irvine, Lead Officer
For Transformation and Business
Change

Matthew Wallbridge, Chief
Digital and Information Officer

Dan Kennedy, Corporate 
Director, Central Services

Andy Evans, Corporate 
Director, Finance
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Ambition

“Creating a sustainable Council that is 
easy to do business with, through a 
programme of facilitated transformation 
and business change which delivers a 
return on investment, underpinned by 
behavioural and cultural change.”
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Overview
• The Council has a long history of transformation 

and the first programme started in 2009 and was 

known as the Business Improvement Delivery 

Programme (BID).

• Desktop Review undertaken of the 

Transformation Programme in March 2023 to 

reset the overall programme

Transformation and Business Change
Progress to date - Resources
What is in place:

• Investment and recruitment into a skilled and 

experienced Transformation and Business Change Team

• Establishment of the Project Management Office (PMO)

• Recruitment of Chief Digital and Data Officer

• Investment in new skills in technology, digital and data

• Capital investment (c£10m) approved to fund the three year 

transformational Digital and Intelligence Change Programme

• Experienced Coach – ensuring that behavioural and cultural 

change is embedded
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Progress to Date - Governance 

• Robust governance arrangements in place for monitoring 
projects

• Project Management Methodology Documents:
• Concept, Blueprint, Business Case, Project Closure and Benefits 

Realisation Tracker
• Regular dialogue on Transformation and Business Change 

weekly at Service Development Board (SDB). Chaired by the 
Chief Executive.

• Project Dashboards reviewed monthly with Directorate Project 
Leads.

• Regular meetings with the Cabinet Portfolio Lead for 
Transformation and the Leader of the Council.

• Monthly project progress updates to full Cabinet.TZ0

Overview of Current Projects

• 27 live projects monitored via the PMO on a monthly basis
with Project Leads. Split across 6 directorates:

• Place
• Central Services
• Adult Social Care & Health
• Children’s Social Care
• Digital and Intelligence
• Finance

• Flexible and adaptable programme to meet the needs of the 
Council

• Programme of projects is about efficiency, achieving MTFF 
savings targets, invest to save, cost avoidance, and income 
generation.
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Projects – aligned to the Council Priorities 
Project Sponsor 
(s)

Project DescriptionProject

Council Strategy Theme 1: Safe and Strong Communities (project in flight since August 2023)

Dan KennedyReview of Housing and Homelessness: management of the delivery of activity to improve the Councils 
Housing Advice and Homelessness Service.

Project Neptune (Housing and 
Homelessness)

Council Strategy Theme 2: Thriving Healthy Households (Project is due to be implemented in April 2024)

Julie KellyCompletion of a diagnostic of the service, including reviewing the challenges that the Council is facing in terms 
of the retention and attraction of Foster Carers.

Review of the Council’s 
Fostering Offer

Council Strategy Theme 3: A Green and Sustainable Borough (Ongoing project)

Dan Kennedy/Andy 
Evans

Management of the allocation of our UK Shared Prosperity, to support our Communities and Place, Economic 
Development and Capital Projects.

UK Shared Prosperity Fund

Council Strategy Theme 4: A Thriving Economy (Project at concept stage)

Sandra Taylor and Julie 
Kelly

Look at the viability of a one stop shop for all employability activities including grant funding opportunities for 
employability both through learning initiatives but also when we create positive outcomes. To generate income 
through offering candidates to local organisations and businesses, with cost effective rates and which can then 
be re-invested.

Employability Project

Council Strategy Theme 5: A digital enabled, modern, well run council (project has funding and planning for delivery underway)

Matthew WallbridgeTo develop and utilise the benefits of voice automation corporately for customers accessing Council services 
through one number with a view to improve the customer experience, reduce call wait times, increase 
efficiency and reduce costs.

Customer Experience
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Transformation and Business 
Change Delivering Financial 
Effectiveness

The Financial Case for Service Transformation
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Savings Programmed and Delivered since 2010/11

• Strong track record on development and 

delivery of efficiency programmes enabling the 

Council to operate within an ever more 

constrained funding envelope – totalling £197m 

from 2010/11 to 2024/25.

• Ongoing requirements with the latest MTFF 

identifying a gross savings requirement of 

£52m over five years to 2028/29 which will 

necessitate a further drive for release of 

cashable savings through service 

transformation.
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